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Abstract: In this article, the automatic motor stop because of a mechanical obstacle or the end limit
is described and implemented. Theory about the motor current parameters evaluation and the motor
current measurements is presented. As case-study, the created air-conditioning using ATmega8 and
MC33887 is described where the motor stop is implemented and tested. A new algorithm that detects
the motion state automatically according to the motor current measurement with no need of the motor
parameters is proposed and tested.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Home automation is rising with the lower prices for electronics. So everybody can buy or even make
his own embedded device to automate some task in a house. The requirements are price, simplicity,
and also trendy stuff. The enthusiasts manage simple 8-bit MCU to build devices like home air-
conditioning. They use chips for actor control like motor drivers that solves all hard stuff. On top of
that, they want to use the modern algorithms that are not difficult to set and that are robust.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, some theory regarding the DC motor control and the DC motor current measurement is
presented. The presented theory is used targets the firmware creation in section 3. Some computation
used for case-study are performed.

2.1 DC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

The speed of DC motor can be controlled in closed-loop and open-loop. In closed-loop, the analog
voltage or PWM by a controller is used. The controller may be in form of neural network, conven-
tional PID, fuzzy logic, adaptive, or other non-linear controller. This type of controlling needs some
external sensor to get a value of the current motor speed. A modern controller relies on DC motor
model inside, therefore only current sensor is needed [1]. In special cases, only the model without
any sensor is needed.

In case of no special requirements to the motor control, the motor is advantageously controlled in
open-loop PWM mode where the motor velocity and current is computed via equations (1) where d
is duty cycle of PWM, U0 is maximal voltage of PWM, and cφ is constant for the DC motor with
permanent magnetics [3].

ω =
U
cφ

[rad · s−1;V ;V · rad · s−1]

U =U0 ·d [V ;V ;%]

(1)
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2.2 DC MOTOR CURRENT COMPUTATION

As DC motor model with permanent magnetics (see equation 2), the short-cut current (see equation
3) and the median value of current is computed (see equation 4) in steady-state. As case-study, the
motor has parameters: U0 = 12 V , f0 = 3800 rpm, RA = 26,11 Ω, LA = 8,05 mH, ω0 = 2π f0 =
397,94 rad · s−1, and cφ = 0,03 rad · s−1. The control PWM signal has parameters: UM = 14,8 V ,
d = 62 %, and f = 10 kHz.

di(t)
dt

=
1
L
(u(t)− cφ ·ω−R · i(t))

dω(t)
dt

=
1
JC

(cφ · i(t)−mZ(t))
(2)

I =
U
RA

=
UM ·d

RA
=

14,8 ·0,62
26,11

= 351,44 mA (3)

I =
U− cφ ·ω

RA
=

UM ·d− cφ ·ω0 ·d
RA

= 67,96 mA (4)

2.3 DC MOTOR CURRENT MEASUREMENT

The current is mostly measured using a resistor, or a Hall sensor. The controlled DC motor is con-
nected to H-bridge that is a set of four transistors to achieve all operation modes. So the measuring
resistor is usually used. The Hall sensor is used for contact-less measurement that is useful for higher
currents.

Some DC motor driver chips provide a feedback signal that is proportionally to the motor current.
This signal is current character and therefore it needs to be converted using a resistor to voltage for
measuring by ADC peripherials. Parallel to this resistor, a capacitor is recommended to reduce a
noise. The value of this resistor affects the maximal voltage value that corresponds to the maximal
measured current value.

3 CASE STUDY - AIR-CONDITIONING

In this section, the air-conditioning as a case-study of the DC motor stop detection implementation
is described. There are also some equations to compute the DC motor parameters used for the DC
motor stop detection algorithm.

3.1 AIR-CONDITIONING DESCRIPTION

Air-conditioning as a case-study is a system that checks the digital thermometer, and controls the
fan flop and the fan motor. When a master service system is connected, it performs commands and
transfers the state variables using a special protocol via USB bus. The fan flop is moved by the DC
motor in bang-bang mode without any additional sensor. So the control system has to detect the right
positions using the motor stop detection.

The control system (see Figure 1) consists of Atmel ATmega8 that runs a firmware. It communicates
with a master system via USB using FTDI FT232 chip. The fan motor is switched using the on-board
relay powered by a transistor. The fan flop motor is powered by NXP MC33887 [2] motor driver that
can deliver up to 28 V at 5 A. This chip is controlled by digital signals and PWM inputs. This chip
also provides current measurement feedback as 1/375 of the load current. The thermometer Dallas
DS18B20 communicates using the unique 1-Wire interface.
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Figure 1: The created control system

3.2 DC MOTOR STOP DETECTION

The firmware implements the motor stop detection using the motor current measurement provided by
MC33887 chip. This feedback is sampled by ADC peripherial at 100 kHz. The noise is not marginal
because of the external filter so none software filtering is used.

The motor is controlled in open-loop because there are no other requirements to the motor control.
Next reason is that the controller does not recognize any obstacle impacting mechanical motor stop
only from current sensor. On top of that, the first overshoot is needed for the motor state recognition.

As measuring the motor current while reaching the stop position, the median value of current at the
steady state and the short-cut motor current are measured (see Figure 2). As evaluating the measure-
ment, the median value of current at the steady state has been calculated as a value of 58,48 mA and
the short-cut motor current as a value of 218,33 mA. Therefore the threshold value of the motor stop
detector has been set to a value of 70 mA. When the measured current rises above this limit, the motor
motion will end because of end position reached.

At the motor motion start, its current has the overshoot because of the motor inductance. This impact
is lowered using the linear ramp motion profile when motor PWM signal is generated. In any case,
the motor stop detector is disabled during the first 200 ms. Therefore if the fan flop is actually on
the limit while motor start, the reaction of the motor stop detector will be prolonged. Otherwise the
motor current profile looks like on Figure 3.

3.3 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The threshold value of the motor stop detector is computed automatically while the motor is moving
from its measured median value of current plus the defined safe margin value. This fails in case of
the motor is at the end position while starting. This problem is solved by the detection of the first
overshoot from current slope end. If there is no overshoot, there will be a problem with the motor
motion start. This is solved by the detection of the steady current without the slope detection for the
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Figure 2: The measurement of motor current cycle

Figure 3: The measurement of motor current cycle with motor stop detection

specific time. These parameters are set once and they do not have to change if the motor changes.
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Figure 4: The finite state automata of motor automatic stop

This algorithm is implemented using a deterministic finite state automata that is formally denoted
as DFSM = (S,Σ,s0,F,δ) where S is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of actions, s0 ⊂ S is an
initial state, F ⊂ S is the set of final states, and δ ∈ S×Σ× S is the state-transition function. The
implemented automata is depicted in Figure 4.

4 CONCLUSION

This article deals with the automatic motor stop detection and performing due to a mechanical obsta-
cle or the end limit. Theory about the motor current evaluation and the motor current measurement is
presented. As case-study, the created air-conditioning is described. The theoretic computed current
values are slightly different from the measured value due to approximations and simplifications of the
the DC motor model. On top of that, a new algorithm that detects the motion state of the motor is
proposed and successfully tried. Using this algorithm, no parameters except the safe margin current
and the steady time do not have to be set or tuned. These parameters are motor independent.
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